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Abstract
The rapid spread of COVID-19 in the United States initiated shelter-in-place policies that significantly impacted human mobility and daily routines starting in March 2020. Prior literature has examined the differences in lockdown policy efficacy and compliance with government orders1-6, as well as the effect of mobility changes on case counts7-12. However, less attention has been placed on the connection between mobility
and socio-demographics after the onset of COVID-19 within a city’s borders. This paper focused on how
human mobility patterns in New York City during the first three months of the pandemic differed based on
socio-demographic factors like age, household income, and method of transportation to work. A secondary
analysis determined if the four measurements of mobility used, namely distance traveled from home, home
dwell time, non-home dwell time, and percentage time home, yielded significantly different findings. A mobility ratio representing the change in mobility between the first two weeks of February and April 2020 was
created using aggregated and anonymized cellphone mobility data from SafeGraph. A Global Moran’s Index
was calculated for each mobility ratio to test for the presence of spatial autocorrelation, and then two spatial
lag models were applied to account for the existence of autocorrelation. That there existed significant differences in mobility patterns based on socio-demographics reinforced the need for physical distancing policies
that acknowledge the demographic diversity present not only between but also within cities.

Introduction
Since the United States detected its first case of the 2019 novel coronavirus
in January 2020, efforts to contain the virus, such as stay-at-home policies, have greatly restricted human mobility and upended daily routines
and momentous occasions alike. This retroactive analysis of the interaction between human mobility patterns during the COVID-19 pandemic,
particularly after the implementation of state-level shelter-in-place orders
and the socio-demographic differences within a city, contributes to a rapidly growing body of literature examining the effectiveness of lockdown
policies. Prior work has investigated the effect of virus mitigation measures1-6, mobility7-12, and public gatherings13-15 on the COVID-19 case
positivity growth rate at various geographical scales. This paper focuses
specifically on the relationships between average weekly levels of mobility
and population demographics within New York City census block groups
(CBGs) from February to April 2020. This work aims to provide finegrained analysis on the socio-demographic effects of lockdown measures
for policymakers and inform future strategies for infection mitigation and
safe re-opening. To accomplish this goal, this paper raises two research
questions:
•

•

Research Question 1: Which socio-demographic factors have the
greatest effect on the change in population mobility in New York City
(NYC) before and after the implementation of COVID-19-related
lockdown measures in March 2020?
Research Question 2: Of the variables measuring the change in population mobility in this research, which one(s) act(s) most robustly as
a proxy for physical distancing adherence?

Analyzing population movement to glean human behavior patterns from
aggregated smartphone data became increasingly common leading up to
the outbreak of COVID-1916,17. In the earliest months of the pandemic,
several researchers advocated for the analysis of mobile phone surveillance
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data to predict the spread of COVID-19 and to understand population
mobility trends18. Academic and industry researchers from wide-ranging
disciplines and around the world acted upon these sentiments, producing a staggering number of analyses on spatial mobility trends during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Several studies examined the effects of mobility reduction on case counts
outside of the United States11,19. In a comprehensive review focused on the
geospatial and spatial-statistical analysis of the pandemic, Franch-Pardo
et al.20 evaluated 63 scientific articles on the subject and concluded that
interdisciplinary action, proactive planning, and international solidarity
were of utmost importance in controlling the spread of COVID-19. One
notable paper by Pullano et al.21 provided a robust overview of the demographic, socioeconomic, and behavioral factors associated with decreased
mobility in France prior to and during the early lockdown period in March
2020 based on data from aggregated cellphones.
Several studies have focused on the relationship between mobility and
the spread of COVID-19 in the United States3, 22-24. Chang et al.8 sought
to understand how the COVID-19 spread in ten of the largest U.S. metropolitan areas by constructing fine-grained dynamic mobility networks
derived from geolocation data that mapped the hourly movements of 98
million people from neighborhoods to points of interests between March
and May 2020. The authors found that their model simulating the spread
of COVID-19 accurately predicted that higher infection rates occurred
during the first two months of the pandemic amongst disadvantaged racial and socioeconomic groups because of differences in mobility8. Work
by Badr et al.7 investigated the effect of large-scale social distancing adherence on the spread of COVID-19 in 25 U.S. counties with the highest number of confirmed cases as of mid-April 2020. In their analysis, the authors
concluded that social distancing had a significant effect on the spread of
COVID-19 and that their findings could translate to other U.S. locations,
given the geographical diversity of the counties in their sample set.
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Within NYC, Lamb et al.12 conducted an ecological study of residents using data for the number of daily visits to points of interest (POIs). The
authors found that the proportion of the population living in households
with more than three inhabitants, the proportion of uninsured 18-64-yearolds, the proportion of the population self-identifying as White, and median household income were the four aggregate markers of socioeconomic
status that yielded the highest R2 value across four time periods in April
2020. Their analyses revealed that changes in mobility and SES markers
explained 56% of the variability in case positivity through 1 April 2020,
but then dropped to a rate of explanation for case positivity variability of
just 18% by 30 April 2020.
These findings suggest that after COVID-19 cases peaked on 6 April 2020
in NYC, the SES markers became less predictive due to greater testing
capacity, higher SES areas having lower case positivity due to potentially
greater engagement with unwarranted testing, and lower SES areas containing a higher number of infections. The authors also found that increased case positivity were independently associated with greater reductions in mobility on 10 April and 20 April but not on 1 April and 30 April.
They attributed these mixed findings to the correlation between time and a
city-wide decrease in case positivity as testing capacities increased.

Table 1: Dependent Variables Used in Regression Models

Table 2: Explanatory Variables Used in Regression Models

Methods
Data
This paper’s area of interest is NYC because it was the epicenter of the
COVID-19 outbreak in the United States, with approximately 203,000
laboratory-confirmed cases reported between 1 March and 31 May
202025. On 16 March 2020, the NYC school system, gyms, and casinos
closed, and restaurants and bars were restricted to take-out and delivery services26. On 22 March 2020, all non-essential businesses closed,
and the NYC on Pause Program’s stay-at-home orders went into effect27.
Building off these key dates, February 2020 was identified as the “before” time period and April 2020 as the “after” time period for analysis.
Mobility patterns were retrieved from the “Social Distancing Metrics”
dataset provided by the place-based data collection platform SafeGraph28. SafeGraph collects data using GPS pings from 20 million anonymous cellphone devices across the US. To calculate a mobile device’s
home, SafeGraph determines the device’s common nighttime location
to a Geohash-7 granularity of about 153 meters by 153 meters, and then
groups devices into “home” CBGs. It also provides aggregated data, every 24-hours, for each CBG28. Table 1 describes the mobility variables
and how they are reported by SafeGraph. To compare the differences in
distance traveled from home before and after the onset of COVID-19 in
NYC, the median distance traveled from home in the first two weeks of
February 2020 for each CBG was divided by the median mobility value
in the first two weeks of April 2020 for the equivalent CBG to create a
mobility ratio (MR). The process was repeated to compare the differences in median home dwell time, median non-home dwell time, and
median percentage time home. The latest available socioeconomic and
demographic data was accessed from the 2016 5-year estimates in the
American Community Survey (ACS)29. ACS data at the CBG level were
the highest resolution available for the selection of socioeconomic and
demographic variables. These data were cleaned to remove null and erroneous values.
Analysis
Global and local regression models were computed the same way for all
four mobility ratios. Table 2 describes the explanatory variables used in
all regression models. First, an ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression model was fitted to the data to determine the global relations
between mobility and socio-demographic factors. Next, the Global Moran’s Index correlation test for regression residuals was used to check for
spatial autocorrelation.
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Figure 1: Spatial Regression Decision Process Flowchart
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Two spatial regression models were run that determined whether the
mobility patterns in surrounding CBGs affected the mobility pattern in
one CBG33. The Spatially Lagged X (SLX) model tested local spatial relations, which meant that surrounding CBGs were those immediately
adjacent to a CBG. The spatial autoregressive (SAR) Spatial Lag model
tested global spatial relations, which meant that surrounding CBGs were
all the observations in the data. To summarize the impacts from the SAR
models, the number of simulations was set to 5,000 to compute distributions for the impact measures.
Lastly, a Spatial Error Model (SEM) and a spatial Hausman test were
used to detect predictor variables in a regression model and were run to
determine if differences existed between the OLS and SEM coefficients.
A significant result suggested that neither OLS nor SEM yielded regression parameter estimates that matched the linear model parameters with
independent identically distributed disturbances34. Thus, if a significant
result was obtained from the spatial Hausman test, the OLS and SEM results were not considered. Figure 1 illustrates the analysis flow explained
in this section. All analyses were performed using the 3.6.2 version of the
R programming language35 in version 1.2.5033 of RStudio36.

Figure 2c: Histogram for the Mobility Ratio of Median Non-Home Dwell Times in NYC
between February and April 2020 (bin size = 50). CBGs to the right of the dotted blue line
at x = 1 indicate those with residents who spent more time away from home in February
compared to April.

Mapping
To create a map for each mobility ratio, R was used to remove outlier
data by excluding the CBGs whose change in median home dwell time
were greater than 2. Since “Null” values were changed to -999 for data

Figure 2d: Histogram for the Mobility Ratio of Median Percentage Time at Home in NYC
between February and April 2020 (bin size = 0.025). CBGs to the right of the dotted blue
line at x = 1 indicate those with residents who stayed at home for a higher percentage of
time in February compared to April.

parsing purposes, ratios that were less than 0 were also excluded. The
categories were delineated by natural bins.
Figure 2a: Histogram for the Mobility Ratio of Median Distance Traveled from Home in
NYC between February and April 2020 (bin size = 0.15). CBGs to the right of the dotted
blue line at x = 1 indicate those with residents who traveled greater distances from
home in February compared to April.

Shapefiles from the United States Census Bureau have cartographic
boundary levels at the 2020 CBG level for each state. However, the NYC
Department of City Planning provides shapefiles for the NYC boundary
at only the 2010 census block level, which is at an even higher resolution than the CBG level. To obtain a shapefile with NYC CBGs, ArcMap
v.10.7.137 was used to reproject both the NYC 2010 census block shapefile and the NY 2020 CBG shapefile to the WGS 1984 UTM Zone 18N
coordinate system. The NYC census block shapefile was dissolved into
census block groups and then intersected with the NY 2020 CBG shapefile. Lastly, R was used to link the shapefile with the CSV file containing
SafeGraph and ACS data.

Results
Descriptive Statistics and Spatial Visualization

Figure 2b: Histogram for the Mobility Ratio of Median Home Dwell Times in NYC
between February and April 2020 (bin size = 0.15). CBGs to the right of the dotted blue
line at x = 1 indicate those with residents who stayed at home for longer in February
compared to April.
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The frequency distributions for all four mobility ratios indicate that, overall, most NYC CBGs experienced decreased mobility and more time spent
at home in the first two weeks of April 2020 compared to the first two
weeks of February 2020. Based on the mobility ratio calculations, a ratio
value less than 1 for a CBG suggested that people in that CBG traveled
farther if they left home, stayed at home for longer, spent less time outside
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Figure 3a: Change in Median Distance Traveled from Home between February and
April 2020 in New York City

Figure 3b: Change in Median Home Dwell Time between February and April 2020 in
New York City

Figure 3c: Change in Median Non-Home Dwell Time between February and April 2020
in New York City

Figure 3d: Change in Median Percentage Time at Home between February and April
2020 in NYC 2020 in New York City
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of home, or spent a greater percentage of their time at home in April than
in February, and vice versa for a ratio value greater than 1. For distance
traveled from home (Figure 2a), the histogram shows that most of the ratio values fall between 0 and 5, but with more values greater than 1 (Mra=1.6178). Thus, distances traveled from home dropped in April 2020. For
tio
home dwell time (Figure 2b), almost all ratio values fall between 0 and 1
(Mratio=0.6170), so median home dwell times across all CBGs were mostly
greater in April than in February. Conversely, for non-home dwell time
(Figure 2c), most of the values are much greater than 1 (Mratio=1085.0000),
so median non-home dwell times across all CBGs were mostly greater in
February than in April. Since all values of “0” were changed to “0.1” during
data pre-processing to avoid dividing by 0, a median non-home dwell time
value of 0.10 minutes in April was interpreted to mean that a large majority of CBGs experienced essentially no time spent away from home. A majority of April non-home dwell times close to 0 led to larger ratio values for
median non-home dwell time compared to the other dependent variables.
Lastly, for percentage time at home (Figure 2d), most of the ratio values
lie between 0.5 and 1 (Mratio=0.7750), therefore the median percentages of
time spent at home across all CBGs were mostly greater in April than in
February.
The maps of mobility ratio values for each CBG illustrate spatial variability
across NYC. Category cut-off values were determined by natural breaks.
For distance traveled from home (Figure 3a), darker red corresponds to
a greater difference in median distance traveled from home between February and April. CBGs in the four largest categories had about a two-fold
or greater increase in median travel distance from February to April. For
home dwell time (Figure 3b), most CBGs had ratio values less than 1.0,
which meant more time spent at home in April than in February. For nonhome dwell time (Figure 3c), the enormous range in values for the smallest
category suggests most CBGs had populations that spent almost no time
away from home in April. Lastly, for percentage time at home (Figure 3d),
most values were less than 1.0, thus showing that most CBGs experienced
a greater percentage of time at home in April than in February.
RQ1: Effects of Socio-Demographic Factors on Mobility
Our first research question sought to understand which socio-demographic factors had the most effect on the change in population mobility in New
York City before and after the implementation of COVID-19-related lockdown measures in March 2020. Nine noncollinear explanatory variables
were chosen and four regression models were run with the four different
measurements of change in mobility from February to April 2020: change
in median distance traveled from home, change in median home dwell
time, change in median non-home dwell time, and change in median percentage of time spent at home.
Based on the difference between the observed and expected Moran’s I value as well as the significant p-value (p<0.001 for α=0.05) for each of the
Global Moran’s Index linear correlation for regression residuals tests, we
accepted the alternative hypothesis that there existed spatial autocorrelation in the residuals from all OLS model. Similarly, the significant p-value
(p<0.001 for α=0.05) obtained for all the spatial Hausman tests confirmed
there were enough differences in the Standard Error Model (SEM) regression coefficients such that neither OLS nor SEM were appropriate models.
Thus, only the Spatially Lagged X (SLX) and Spatial Autoregressive (SAR)
models were used to interpret the results. Figure 4 summarizes the findings from these two models.
For the SLX model, a positive coefficient estimate associated with an explanatory variable meant that as the value for that variable within a CBG
increased, so did the mobility ratio in that CBG (direct effect) and in
neighboring CBGs (indirect effect). Median age had a positive direct and
indirect (both p<0.001) value associated with distance traveled from home
and non-home dwell time. Number of white-only residents had positive
direct (p<0.001) and indirect (p<0.05) values for non-home dwell time.
Number of families with children and high school graduates both had
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Figure 4: Summary of Results from the Spatially Lagged X and Spatial Autoregressive Models

positive direct (both p<0.01) and indirect (p<0.001, p<0.01 respectively)
values for distance traveled from home, negative direct and indirect (all
p<0.001) values for home dwell time, positive direct (both p<0.001) and
indirect (p<0.05, p<0.001 respectively) values for non-home dwell time,
and negative direct and indirect (all p<0.001) values for percent time at
home. Number of public transit users had positive direct (p<0.01) and indirect (p<0.05) values for distance traveled from home and negative direct
(p<0.001) and indirect (p<0.01) values for non-home dwell time. Number
of female workers had negative direct and indirect (both p<0.001) values
for distance traveled from home and positive direct (p<0.01) and indirect (p<0.001) values for both home dwell time and percent time at home.
Lastly, number of occupied renter units had positive direct and indirect
(both p<0.05) values for distance traveled from home, while household
income had negative direct and indirect (both p<0.001) values for nonhome dwell time.
Interpretation of the SAR model relies on the impact measures’ p-values
and the direction of the direct impact value. Median age had positive direct
impact values and consistently significant simulated p-values (p<0.001 for
every run) for distance traveled from home and non-home dwell time, and
negative values for home dwell time and percent time at home. Number of
white-only residents had positive values for home dwell time, non-home
dwell time, and percent time at home. Number of families with children
and number of high school graduates had positive values for distance traveled from home and non-home dwell time and negative values for home
dwell time and percent time at home. Number of public transit users had
negative values for non-home dwell time and percent time at home. Lastly,
number of female workers and household income both had negative values for distance traveled from home and non-home dwell time.
A caveat for the strength of the findings is that the SLX multiple R2 values,
while larger than the OLS multiple R2 values for each dependent variable,
were still quite low despite including nine explanatory variables (R2=0.048
for distance traveled from home, R2=0.077 for home dwell time, R2=0.162
for non-home dwell time, and R2=0.081 for percentage time spent at
home). These low R2 values indicate that the proportions of the variance in
the dependent variables predictable from the explanatory variables were
quite low. Solutions for increasing the R2 value in future research include
using other data sources and adding more explanatory variables. Importantly, since the R2 value is not an indicator of whether the independent
variables cause changes in the dependent variable, the interpretations of
McGill Science Undergraduate Research Journal - msurj.com

which explanatory variables affect mobility remain valid.
RQ2: Mobility Variables as a Proxy for Physical Distancing Adherence
This second research question asked which of the variables measuring
population mobility served most robustly as a proxy for physical distancing adherence. To propose possible answers, the results from the four
regression models were examined in the context of the nine explanatory
variables for each of the mobility measures and found that median nonhome dwell time yielded the greatest number of significant correlations
with the explanatory variables from the SLX and SAR models. Furthermore, the SLX model’s R2 value (0.162) with this dependent factor was the
highest of all mobility measures.

Discussion
Implications of Findings
Several of the results from the SLX and SAR models have interesting implications. Since non-home dwell time was the most accurate proxy for
adherence to physical distancing, interpretations for some of the socio-demographic effects on this mobility measurement are presented here. For
example, the SLX and SAR models found that median age of a CBG correlated positively with the change in median non-home dwell time (both
p<0.001). This result indicated that the older the median age of a CBG,
the less likely its residents were to spend time away from home in April.
That CBGs with older populations saw less time spent away from homes
suggests that older people were particularly careful about staying at home
due to a combination of retirement, fewer reasons to leave the home, and
knowledge that the elderly were affected more severely by the disease compared to younger populations38-40. Additionally, the scale of the SLX and
SAR direct, indirect, and total impacts for age with non-home dwell times
as the dependent variable were much higher than for any of the other explanatory variables (SLX: 14.52, 11.11, and 25.63 for age (respectively)
compared to impact measures > -2.58 and < 2.12 for all other variables;
SAR: 15.08, 6.50, 21.58 for age (respectively) compared to impact measures > -2.07 and < 1.31 for all other variables). These results indicate that
a higher median age within a CBG had a greater effect on mobility defined
as home and non-home dwell time than the other explanatory variables
within that CBG (direct impact), in the CBG’s immediate neighbors (indirect impact), and in all CBGs in the data (total impact)41.
Another strong finding from the SLX and SAR models concerned the
estimated number of families with children under age 18, which correlated positively with the change in median non-home dwell time (both
p<0.001). These results indicated that CBGs with a greater number of families with children experienced less time spent away from home in April.
This finding makes sense given that once schools closed, many parents
stayed home to take care of young children while juggling full-time jobs.
School closures and uncertainty about childcare left parents, particularly
working mothers, with home school responsibilities that prompted some
mothers to leave their jobs entirely42. Research by the U.S. Census Bureau
and Federal Reserve found that of the adults not working, women ages 2544 were almost three times as likely as men (32.1% compared to 12.1%) to
not be working due to childcare demands43. While these results are based
on national data, this phenomenon likely extended to NYC families as
well. Furthermore, the U.S. Census study also found that working mothers
in states with early stay-at-home orders and school closures were 68.8%
more likely to leave their jobs than working mothers in states with later
closures44. Given that NY state was one of the first states to implement
stay-at-home measures, it seems likely that NYC working mothers fit into
the category of being more likely to leave their jobs.
Lastly, both the SLX and SAR models found that the estimated number
of people with only a high school diploma correlated positively with the
change in median non-home dwell time (both p<0.001), showing that
Volume 17 | Issue 1 | April 2022

CBGs with a greater number of high school graduates spent more time at
home in April compared to in February. One explanation for this finding
was the 15% seasonally adjusted unemployment rate in April and that those
more likely to face unemployment due to COVID-19 in NYC were workers
with lower educational attainment (i.e., without a bachelor’s degree)44. As
confirmation, 61% NYC adults without a bachelor’s degree experienced a
loss in income since 13 March 2020 compared with 45% of adults with more
than a bachelor’s degree44. Without a job to go to, this demographic traveled
shorter distances and stayed at home for longer periods of time.
Research Limitations
Similar to prior literature using aggregated cellphone mobility data3, 8, 12, 22-24,
the unknown representativeness of SafeGraph’s data made it challenging to
draw definitive conclusions from regression models. The dataset is certainly
one of the largest available, as it came from 500,000 devices in almost every
NYC CBG and accounted for one-ninth of the NYC population, which is a
staggeringly large sample size compared to early mobility research that relied
on participants to self-report data. However, this limitation is still worth noting because any conclusions drawn from these findings must acknowledge
that they illustrate general population mobility trends from aggregated data.
Running the four regression models using different mobility datasets and
comparing the results could also strengthen these findings.
A second limitation to this work was the potential for additional factors, besides stay-at-home restrictions, to influence mobility patterns. For example,
warmer weather in April could have contributed to greater time spent away
from home for some demographics. To account for this seasonal change, an
alternative baseline could have been April 2019, assuming that weather patterns were similar at that time to those observed in April 2020.
Future Directions
There are several ways to build upon the findings in this paper. The first is to
extend the methodology to data from other cities, both in the U.S. and internationally. A between-city comparison might provide greater insight into
how stay-at-home policies affected regions differently based on socio-demographic patterns, public transit infrastructure, or population density.
An international comparison of cities could yield insight into the extent to
which government stay-at-home orders reduced population mobility compared with other cross-cultural factors. In addition to comparing cities, other explanatory factors could be added to the regression models, such as the
number of households who own second homes or citizenship status. Instead
of mobility variables, one could also use points of interest (POI) data. For example, to better determine the large-scale impact of age, it would be useful to
understand where younger people were going. National data indicated that
younger workers were more likely to face unemployment due to COVID-19,
and a survey of NYC metro adults found that 56% had lost income during
the pandemic44. Therefore, if younger workers were more likely to experience unemployment and 37% of NYC frontline workers are over 50 years
old45, where were the younger age groups going? In addition to POI data, this
question could be answered by using age-bracketed data to determine which
age group left home the most. Lastly, several types of datasets that could
be used to cross-reference our findings and evaluate how other non-pharmaceutical interventions affected mobility. For example, the Delphi Group
at Carnegie Mellon University provides a variety of real-time COVID-19
indicators at the U.S. County and state level. Comparing their data on vaccine acceptance or the proportion of mask-wearers with mobility trends at
the county level could help illuminate other aspects of disease spread patterns. Exploring other human behavior indicators and non-pharmaceutical
interventions has particularly important implications, as researchers found
that mobility and infection rates did not positively correlate as strongly after April 202046. Their findings suggest that other non-pharmaceutical interventions like mask-wearing or hand washing played a significant role in
mitigating the spread of COVID-19 early in the pandemic, therefore future
research should consider these factors in their models when exploring the
relationship between mobility and case positivity.
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Conclusion
This paper’s intent was to provide fine-grained analysis on the varying effects of lockdown measures and to inform future strategies for infection
mitigation and safe re-opening. Our findings that there exist significant
differences in mobility based on socio-demographic factors, particularly age, education level, and whether families have children, reinforce the
need for physical distancing policies that acknowledge the demographic
diversity present not only within, but also between cities. Providing resources for populations less able to stay at home (e.g., healthcare workers,
service workers) to safely continue working is as important as providing
support for populations who end up needing to stay at home (e.g., parents of young children, elderly populations) to minimize the effects of increased childcare demands and isolation. Future research may examine
both these findings and the implications of reduced mobility on the spread
of COVID-19 compared with other non-pharmaceutical interventions. By
providing a detailed analysis of the various socio-demographic effects on
different measurements of mobility, this paper emphasizes that there are
several ways to measure mobility patterns within a city and that stay-athome policies introduce unevenly distributed effects to different groups.
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